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Engineering
prograiD seeks
accreditation
Bv E.L GoLD

Regents
to vote
on fees
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MANAGING EDITOR

President Kern Alexander announced
in a press conference Monday that
Murray State will begin immediately to
seek accreditation for its engineering
physics program.
If the effort iR Ruccessful. Murray
State will join 14 other U.S. universities
which have accreditated engineering
physics programs.
The move is another of Alexander's
efforts to enhance the University on a
limited budget.
''We always have to ask, 'How much
does it cost,m Alexander said. "'fit costs
nothing, we can do it."
Alexander said the cost is low because
the program is already established at
Murray State, and while the accr editation process is not free, it is a routine
expense.
"We undergo accreditation review on
many programs all year long,"
Alexander said. "This will entail that
process for the College of Science."
Alexander said accreditation for the
program, which the University will seek
through the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology, does not
require approval from the Council oa
Higher Education.
"The Council hns already approved the
program," Alexander said. "This is just a
matter of instituting the accreditation
process...
Engineering education in western
Kentucky has been the subject of some
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We need to do something
to make our
graduates a little more
competitive
nationwide.

"

Gene Maddox

controversy in the past year; however,
Alexander said he expects no opposition
to the decision to seek accreditation.
"We assume everyone wants engineering education in western Kentucky,"
Alexander said. "It's an issue that's been
quite visible, so we are moving to meet
those needs."
The engineering physics program was
established in 1968 and revised in 1978.
Accor ding to University documents, 223
students have graduated from the program since its inception. At least 185 of
them have held the job title of engineer
or systems analyst since graduation.
Gene Maddox, professor of physics and
astronomy, said this "track record" is the
r eason the department has not chosen to
seek accreditation in>the pastc.n
. ~--.........~
"In the past , we really haven't felt the
need for accreditation," Maddox said.
"Our graduates were receiving good jobs.
We were placing them in places like the
defense industry. But in recent times,
with the downswing of the defense
See PROGRAM/12

E.L. Gold/Staff
Servicem aster employee Julie Bayn puts finishing touches on woodwork in
Lovett Auditorium. All palntJng in in the building should be finished this
week. Workers could begin replacing the stage floor - which is the final
restoration project - next week.

Increases in various r ates
and course fees will be the
topic of discussion today during
t he regular ly scheduled meeting of the University's Board of
Regents.
The following recommendat ions will be presented to the
Board:
• increase the current $5 parking tickets to $10 and increase
current $25 tickets to $40.
• increase r esidential and food
ser vice r ates by 3 percent .
Pending approval, the cost of a
double occupancy r oom will
increase next semester from
the current r ate of $645 to
$665. Private r ooms will
increase from $973 to $1,000 a
semester.
I t will be recommended that
the five-meal board plan
increase fro m $395 to $405; 15
meals, $860 to $885; and 19
meals, $910 to $940.
• increase guest room charges
· for youth double occupancy
from $8 to $ 10 a night and
double occupancy adult from
$16 t.o $20.
Additionally, the Boar d will
act on tuition r ates for parttime undergraduate students.
A 5.7 percent increase for parttime undergraduates will be
recommended.
The Council on Higher
Education recently voted to
See BOAi\i)/1 2

Accidents result of inattention Station to close doors
Traffic Accidents on Kentucky Campuses
BY MANDY WOLF

REPORTER

BY MAGGIE CARTER.

Having a car on campus is a privilege not all colleges can offer.
Students at · Murray State have the
privilcdge of having cars on campus,
however, having a car can produce sizable worries.
Tommy Phillips, investigator for
Murray State Public Safety, estimates
that an average of three accidents a
week occur on Murray State property.
Most are the result of driver inattention, especially during busy parts of
the day.
Phillips also said parking lots pose
threats to drivers . Drivers ar e
involved in accidents while backing
out of tight places .or pulling into
heavily congested streets.
Last year, 55 accidents were reported to Murray State Public Safety.
Most of them were non-injury fender
benders.
At Western Kentucky University,
accidents occur on an almost daily
basis. Last year, 196 were investigated by campus police there. Most were
minor. but 12 did result in injury.
Audrey Spies, of the crime prevention unit at Western, said most accidents occur in parking lots.
Also, the Western campus is built
among a series of hills.
"Drivers often can't see what's coming the other way when t urning,"
Spies said.

STAFF Wmu

The graphic represents the number of vehicle accidents on college campuses
in Kentucky in 1993-94. Murray State is among the least accident prone.
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Chad E. Holder/Grap lies Editor

This semester, 52 accidents have
been reported at Western.
At the University of Louisville, officers investigated 92 accidents.
However, it is difficult to determine
how many of those involved U of L
students. City streets run throughout
the campus.
Doug Givens, crime prevention coordinator at U of L, said that, like accidents on most other campuses, the
majority of motor vehicle accidents
are the result of carelessness. Parking
lots are also a problem on the U of L
campus because they are large and

News

are usually full.
Givens said pedestrians are also a
minor factor.
"They never cross on the cross
walks, and drivers have to stop suddenly," Givenl'; said.
This semester, 65 accidents have
been reported at U of L.
Lt. Terry Watts of the Univeristy of
Kentucky police department said 443
accidents occurred there last year.
Like U of L, city streets also run
through the UK campus. Watts said
most are minor. non-if\iury incidents.
See SAFETY/12

MSU students look for ways
to deal with the pressur:e of
approaching deadlines and
finals week.
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A weekend qJ.{rr!edom
From the stresses of life
Trusting new classmates

Uke a man trusts a wife.
Experiencing nature

To Irs fullest extent
Uutng a dream
With the 9reacest Intent

lt"s taken for granted
Thls land we call home
And u·s slipping away
Uke hair through a comb.

So many people yet so jew who care
Could save what we love
nw beauty God gave us
When he :;cnt us the dove
· The lake r£'9lon is ours
lt's a .s ymbol of peace
And they are taktng U away
Ptecebyp~e

We could make a stand
And fight for what is ours
lj reality strikes home
Before this land's jlnal hours.
·Brenda Cooper.
MSU student

tribute t.o education, and the LBL
Youth Station has changed lives in
many ways.
Some students in Bau.st's
Introduction to Education class
See LBl/1 2
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This poem s hows the reaction
Brenda Cooper , s ophomor e from
Murray, has about saying farewell
to the Youth Station at the
Tennessee Valley Authority's Land
Between the Lakes.
The Youth Station is scheduled to
close this month, and many educators are gathering for a final
farewell t his weekend.
Despite many pleas for keeping
the Youth Station open, LBL representatives said because of budget
cuts, the Youth Station must be
closed . It has served as a gathering
place for many teachers and students for educational wor~hops for
more than. 20 years.
Joseph Baust, associate professor
of education, said this facility is
valuable to MSU teachers and students. He said this final farewell is
a time to get teachers together who
have attended workshops at the
"9"outh Station. Baust said the weekend will involve various workshops
for teachers. A slide show will .also
be presented Saturday.
"People have a passion for this
place, and it is a catastrophe that
the Youth Station is closing," Baust
said. '
He said everyone should con-

Farewell to LBL

Decorative display...

Racer basketball...
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Murray State's annual "Hanging of
the Green" celebration
takes place Sunday in
the Curris Center.

The Murray State men's team
opened its season with
a 138-88 trouncing of
Campbells~ille College. }
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Adult orientation planned

Time to think about summer jobs

Adults entering the University for the spring semester will
have an opportunity to ask questions at an evening orientation
from 5:30 - 9 p.m., Jan. 10, in the third-floor lobby of Sparks
Hall.
The orientation is sponsored by the Center for Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach and is designed for adults
who are enrolling for the first time.
The information session will acquaint students with the
University, as well as provide information about campus •
resources such as student health services, tutoring and refresher
classes, counseling services, parking, buying books and academic
procedures and regulations.
There is a $5 fee for the orientation and prepayment is
required.
For more information, call the Center for Continuing
Education at 762-4150.

The Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys and Girls Ranch will be taking
applications for summer camp counselors beginning in J anuary.
The camp is located in Gilbertsville at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park. It is a residential camp for needy children ages 811 sponsored by the Kentucky Sheriffs' Association, a not-forprofit organization.
Positions are available for people with skills in nature activities, sports and recreation, arts and crafts, games a nd skits,
musical talent, swimming instruction, lifeguarding and general
supervision.
The camp runs for 10 weeks, which includes one week of precamp training. Pay is $135 per week, with room a nd board
included.
For an application, write to The Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys and
Girls Ranch, P.O. Box 57, Gilbertsville, Ky., 42044, or call 3628660 or 454-3325.

Christmas program canceled
The Curris Center Christmas, an evening which was to offer
wagon rides, crafts, storytelling and visits with Santa Claus on
Saturday has been canceled due to sched uling difficulties.
The annual Hanging of the Green will be held Sunday in the
Curris Center. A reception is planned from 4 - 5 p.m., followed
by a musical program to include the Concert Ch oir, University
Chorale and Choral Union.

Malinauskas presents program
Mark Malinauskas, director of the honors program, recently
presented an educational session at the National Collegiate
Honors Council Conference in San Antonio, Texas. The presentation was titled "Process to Product: Introducing First-Year
Honor Students to Active Learning."
The session was designed to explore process learning in an
introductory fine arts seminar .
The Journal of the Association for Communications
Administration recently published an article submitted by
Malinauskas titled "To Be Young, Gifted and Out of Work." The
article deals with the difficulties liberal arts graduates
encounter as they enter t he job market. The article concentrates
on keys to putting a liberal arts degree to work through a combination of broad educational knowledge and course developed
skills.

Band festival this weekend
Murray State and the Paducah Concert Band Association will
sponsor "A Holiday Festival of Bands" at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at
Symphony Hall in Paducah.
Featured will be the Paducah Concert Band, the Murray State
Wind Ensemble and the Murray State Trombone Choir.
Donations will be accepted, with all money going toward the
new John Paynter Scholarship at Murray State.

Friday, Dec. 2
• Open House · Women's Center open house, 12:30 - 4:30 p.m .,
Rooms 201 and 206, Ordway Hall.
• Concert • Brass chamber music, 8 p .m ., Farrell Recital Hall.
• Playhouse In the Park • A Children's Christmas Carol, 8 p.m.
Tickets are $6 for adults, $5 for seniors and $4 for students.

Saturday, Dec. 3
• Parade · Rotary Club Annual Christmas Parade, 10:30 p.m.
Begins at 1Oth and Main Streets and moves downtown.
• Playho use in the Park • A Children's Christmas Carol, 8 p.m.
Tickets are $6 for adults, $5 for seniors and $4 for students.

Sunday, Dec. 4

Poetry dinner scheduled
The English Student Organization will hold its semi-annual
Eating Poetry dinner beginning at 7 p.m. Friday at the Hong
Kong Restaurant.
The cost is $8 per person and reservations are required. Each
participant will also be required to read a brief poem, either an
original or a personal favorite.
The dinner is open to non-ESO members.
For reservntions, call Dawn Lampkins at 753·4493 or stop by
the English office in Faculty Hall.

Leadership applications due
Applications are due into the Student Organizations Office
Friday for the Student Leadership Development Board, a new
student organization that focuses on building leadership skills,
group dynamics and getting involved in organizations both on
and off campus.
Potential members must have sophomore, junior or senior status, have a minimum 2.5 grade-point average, be involved in at
least one other student organization and enroll in GUI 450.
Potential members will be interviewed by the current board.
For more information, call 762-6953.

• Party • Children's Christmas party for children of all University
employees, 2 - 4 p.m., Curris Center T-Room .
• Hanging of the green · 5 p.m., Curris Center.
• Playhouse In the Park • A Children's Christmas Carol, 2 p.m.
Tickets are $6 for adults: $5 for seniors; and $4 for students.

Monday, Dec. 5
• Interviews • Stafford Loan exit interviews, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., third
floor of Sparks Hall.
• Recital· String project winter recital, 2 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
• Concert -Informal dance concert, 4 p.m., Room 208, Carr
Health.
1
• Open Riding· 5- 10 p.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.
• Men's basketball - Racers vs. Alcorn State, 7:30 p.m., Racer
Arena.

Tuesday,Dec.6
• Interviews • Stafford Loan exit interviews, 9 a.m . - 4 p.m., third
floor of Sparks Hall.
• Meeting · Student law association, 4 p. m., Room 552, Business
and Public Affairs Building.
• Concert· Student composers concert, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.

Professor returns from Costa Rica
David Kraemer, chairman of the department of occupational
safety and health, recently returned from a two-week visit to
Costa Rica where he participated in the first stage of a program
that will establish a master program in occu pational safety and
health in that country.
Kraemer was invited by the Technological Institute of Costa
Rica to take part in the Academic Specialist Program which provides grants for American institutions about a specific educational topic or to conduct workshops and seminars for
faculty/professional level audiences and industrial safety and
development.
The program is sponsored by the U.S. Infonnation Agency.

VVednesda~Dec. 7
• Exhibit· Baccalaureate group exhibit, Eagle Gallery. Through
Dec. 15.
• Reception - Staff Christmas reception, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., Curris
Center Dance Lounge.
• Ask-a-nurse· 11:30 a.m., Curris Center.

Thursday, Dec. 8
• Meet ing • AAJNA alcohol and narcotics abuse support groups,
6:30 p.m., Cumberland Room, Curris Center.

Seniors

641 South
_.,.. Puryear, Tenn.

·To Kill A Mockingbird
Dates: Dec. 5 & 6
Time: 7 p.m. (both nights)
Location: Playhouse in the Park*
• Murray-CaUoway County Park Train Depot, Arcadia Drive

Call
759-1752
for information
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Auditions! Auditions! Auditions!

directed by Roderick Reed
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less to graduate?
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Serving Mexican &:
Deli Sandwiches from
Noon - 11 p.m.

The Scott· Holt ·
Band

If so, consider takln& up to m paduate crecllt.
along with your undergraduate claues duri.Dg

Blues and Rock
Sat urday, Dec. 3

spring semester.

Advantages:
1.
2.

'Get a "jump start" on paduate study. The
appUca tlon process la easy.
Higher start.J.ng saluy 1md faster pn»motlona
with a master's degree.

Contact your departmenial grad.u.ate

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station

coorcl1natDr or call the

graduate admissions ojftce at 762-3756 for details.
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Stressed out

GILLIGAN'S ISLAND?

Students can relieve tension by using different techniques
BY jONATHAN OLIVER

Someone help me

STAff WRITER

Bill is an ordinary college
student. He works hard all
week, looking forward tiJ the
weekend when he can kick back
and relax. However, Bill puts a
great deal of pressure on himself to succeed, to the point that
he is having trouble dealing
with his emotions, often experiencing overpowering rage.
Things came to a head last
weekend when he got into a fi::;t
fight with his roommate and
ended up injail.
Sarah is ~>farting to have
tro'uble with her classes, and it
is starting to affect her grades.
She has trouble concentrating
on even the simplest of tasks,
making mistake after mistake.
She feels like she can't do anything right, and it is starting to
get to her.,
Amy is an extremely conscientious student and a very hard
worker, putting in as many
hours as the local store will give
her just so she can afford to go
to school. Lately, though, she
has been having terrible
headaches every night, and the
other day at work she started
crying when a customer complained about the store's prices.
She doesn't know what is
wrong; she f'eels terrible.
Although Bill, Sarah, and
Amy are not real, their stories
very well could be. They are
showing signs of stress something all college students
encounter.
Stress can be good, or it can
be bad. It can be physical, or it
can be emotional. Stress is a
great factor in our lives.
"Everybody on a college campus feels stress," said Bill
Allbritten, director of the
Counseling
and
Testing
Center. "It is a normal

It is natural for college students to feel stress. Following are
some common causes of stress for college students and how
to deal with them:

Stressors College Students Face
• Leaving Home. Separation from family and friends will be
easier if you keep in touch and make new friends.
• Commuting to School. Commuters may worry about not
having enough personal freedom. Discuss your concerns with
your parents and devise rules you both can live with.
• Managing Finances. Budget your money carefully.
• Living With a Roommate. Show your roommate the same
kind of consideration that you would like to receive.
• Having Your Values Tested. When you encounter someone who has opinions that differ from yours, be willing to listen,
but hold your ground if you feel strongly about the issue. Most
importantly, respect the other person's point of view.
• Handling Personal Problems. To resolve conflicts make
an effort to calm down before you discuss the issue and be
direct.
SOURCE: Sludenl Health Services

Short Term Ways to Handle Stress
• Relax where you are. Close your eyes and visualize yourself in a pleasant setting.
• Take a break. Get some exercise or fresh air.
• Ask yourself whether it is worth being upset over the situation. If the issue is important, confront it directly, talk it out with
a sympathetic friend, or write it out in a letter that you do not
send.
• List the things you think you need to do right away. Then
prioritize the list and do only the top few. The rest can be first
priority tomorrow.
SOURCE: American Conege
Heallh Association

response. Most of us can channel it into a motivating for ce.
"However, when it gets to the
point you can't function
because of it, some help is necessary," he said.
Stress can be defined as any
strain or interference that
interr upts th e day-to-day
actions of a person. In some
cases this interruption causes a

person to work harder and
faster. But in other instances,
it overpowers the person, causing him to have trouble doing
what needs to be done.
According to Stress, published by Time Life Books,
"Stress is any action or situ ation that places special physical
or psychological demands upon
a person - good or bad, wei-

come or unwelcome."
The problem is when the
stressor - anything that causes stress - is too powerful or
the person's coping mechanisms are inadequate.
It is important for anybody,
but especially those people who
live in a high stress environment such as college, to develop
good coping mechanisms in
order to lessen the effects of
negative stress and exploit the
positive aspects of good stress.
"'The ability to cope with tension in minutes or even seconds
is a basic requirement for emotional survival and physical
health," Christian Schriner
wrote in Feel Better Now.
Schriner says there are three
different basic groups which all
stress relieving techniques can
be classified as - relaxers, distracters or releasers.
A relaxing technique requires
that the person set aside whatever is causing him stress,
allow himself to relax and then
return to the problem with a
new attitude.
A distracting technique
works much the same way. The
difference is that the person
finds stress relief from doing
some other activity and then
returns to the source of stress.
Finally, a releasing technique
allows a person to let go of
stress thus reducing muscle
tension and frustration.
For some people, simple techniques such as these can greatly reduce the negative effects of
stress in life. For many, it can
be as simple as just choosing to
be relaxed.
"Many people don't realize
that they can simply choose to
let their tensions fade away,"
Schriner wrote. "Remember,
most of our tensions wouldn't
even be there if we weren't
straining
and
struggling
inside."

Jessic.l Srowe/gut'!st
T odd Atchiso n, junior from Eddyville, stands In front of a
grass hut . Atchiso n is making a film ab out the effects of modernization in the Mayan village of San Cosme, Mexico.

Archaeology papers presented
Patterning at l<'uqun, a
Mississippian Village in the
April Haneline, Sarah Mills Clark's River Valley. Calloway
and Kathleen Tucker present- County, Kentucky." The paper
ed papers at the meetings of examined an archaeological
the Southeastern Archaeologi- ceramic assemblage obtained
cal and the Midwestern through n controlled surface
Archaeological conferences.
collection in 1979.
Papers were also presented
Haneline and Carstens preby Kenneth Carstens, Charles sented "The 1994 Excavations
Stout and Kit Wesler, profes- in the Jo"ort Jefferson Research
sors in the anthropology pro-1 Area." This paper discuf'"ed 1~e
gram.
results of recent invesligations
Mills and Tucker along with attempting to locate George
Stout and Carstens prepared Rogers Clark's 1780-1781 Fort
"An Analysis of Community Jefferson.
STAFF R EPORT
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IN OUR OPINION

[LE1-.ERS

Administration

Closing
ofLBL
tragic

rediscovers
•
•
e ng1neer1ng
Murray State will seek accreditation for its existing engineering physics program. The 26-year-old
program has produced more than 200 graduates. In
an increasingly competitive engineering marketplace a student with an accredited degree is at an
advantage.
In light of the competition between Murray State
and Paducah officials, it seems strange that we are
only now recognizing the potential of our existing
engineering program.
The decision to seek accreditation now seems a little lost on us. If this move was the natural progression for the department - why have we waited so
long to seek it?
If tliis is such a benefit for the University and the
student - why has the program not sought accreditation in the past.
'What other programs on campus would be benefitEd by seeking accreditation? Why have we been so
adamant to host a new engineering school when
we've had one all along?
The administration needs to regularly review academic programs on campus to determine their effectiveness and potential for improvements that will
improve the quality of Murray State graduates.

Hanging of the
•
green to r1ng
•
1n
t he holidays
Th.e hanging of the green has been a splendid tradition on campus for five years. The community, students, faculty and staff have a wonderful opportunit y to immerse themselves in the Christmas spirit.
This event is a celebration of people gathered to
enjoy the music and decor of the holiday season.
This special gathering should bring a little joy to
everyone in attendance. We encourage you to attend
a nd celebrate t he season.
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Victims of rape have helP
To the Editor:
quences of the assault as possible. We will assist
Often around this time in the semester, you in making the needed accommodations on
Student Affairs staff become aware of a number campus as well as support you in proceedings
of allegations regarding rape involving Murray which take place off campus (if you choose to
State students. There are several reasons why pursue them).
reports are more prevalent during this time in
I'd like to emphasize that I understand why
the semester. One factor could be the stress you would find it difficult to ask for assistance
associated with impending exams, final projects after being assaulted. We have all heard the horand graduation. These events set the stage for ror stories of women being re-victimized by the
symptoms associated with rape trauma syn- very agencies to which they turn for help, not to
drome and post-traumatic stress disorder. mention the intense feelings of guilt and shame
During these periods, survivors of rape might many women experience after an assault.
feel the need for assistance in dealing with flashIn response to these issues, the Women's
backs and other forms of anxiety which were Center is working with a variety of offices,
previously repressed.
including Public Safety, to ensure that this is not
These circumstances might cause individuals
the case on our campus. We have recently
who were assaulted previously to seek assisimplemented a sexual assault policy which
tance from a friend or a trusted faculty member.
Another factor might also be that this holiday makes it much easier for students to pursue this
season of partying and alcohol abuse provides issue on campus. I hope that if you find yourself
more opportunity for rape, particularly acquain- in this unfortunate position you will get the
assistance you need to put the situation in pertance rape, to occur.
spective
so that it does not dominate your life.
Given these circumstances, I thought it would
In conclusion, remember, we can't help unless
be helpful to remind survivors of assault and
their friends that there are resources on campus . you ask. All counseling services provided by the
to provide assistance to you whether you decide Murray State Women's Center are confidential
to pursue legal recourses or not. The Women's and free of charge.
Center is available to help ensure that you are
able to pursue your educational goals with the Kimberly Barrett,
least amount of interference from the conse- Women's Center Director

To the Editor:
I grew up spending part of
my summer vacation in the
lakes region. Mom and Dad
took the five of us camping in
the area. I remember swimming near the dam the year my
sister almost drowned. I
remember the wonderful smell
of bacon and pancakes cooking
outside early in the morning. I
remember walking once to find
Mom and Dad feeding raccoons
right there in our camp. I
remember walking another
time to find Mom gone to watch
the sun come up over the lake.
It was about the only quiet
time in her ling day.
My favorite memory is when
we decided to move our campsite to a better location. We
pulled up the stakes from our
tent and without dismantling
it, we picked it up, (one of us
kids at each corner), and carried it down the road. My little
brother was too small to help
so he got underneath the tent.
All that could be seen of him
was two little stubby legs
under the tent. We got some
strange looks and lots of laughs
from everyone that saw us
walking down that road.
These are memories from my
childhood. They will always be
with me. The memories are all
I have left of Dad and my little
brother. They both died several
years ago, but I laugh every
time I think of Rob's stubby little legs walking under that
tent, and Dad was the best
breakfast cook in the world.
These memories are mine to
share. We still talk about those
experiences. It will be the only
way my grandson will be able
to experience these things if
LBL starts closing down its
facilities. I'm writing in hopes
that others who care about
LBL will do the same. We need
these facilities for our grandchildren.
Our
natural
resources are disappearing
fast. We can't afford to lose
them. Someone once said that
"memories are all we have to
take through life." Let's keep
the Youth Station, Woodland
Center and all the LBL, facilities for future generations.
Lil Cooper,
Sophomore form Murray

Hen1p h&s proven its psefulness
Regarding the formation of The Hemp
Coalition and its coverage in the Nov. 18
issue of The Murray State News, I would
like to thank both the paper for its' kind
words in the "In Our Opinion" column and
criticize J.D. Wilkes for his cartoon. I
r------.,..., resent Wilkes' portrayal of
opponents of Cannabis
In
prohibition as simply irreMy
sponsible
pot heads.
Although
I
can
not speak
Opinion
for everyone in the group,
I do not see myself as a
loser. At the risk of
appearing to be a braggart,
my credentials
include currently being a
graduate student teaching
assistant in the chemistry
department and graduatD RIVER
ing summa cum laude
Guest
with a bachelor's degrees
Columnist
in chemistry and mathe' - - - - - - - - - 1 matics. In addition to
being a father and husband, I belong to the
Unitarian Universalist Church . and the
Honorable Order of Kentucky Colonels.
I would like to think that Wilkes' cartoon
was done in good humor, and sometimes
there is inherent humor (and truth) in
stereotypes, but they can also be very discriminating and hurtful. Would you portray all AIDS victims as promiscuous
homosexuals? All African-Americans as
being on welfare? All Christians as being
radical Bible-banging fundamentalists? I

don't think so, and I wouldn't agree with
you if you did.
Although appreciative of the complementary words, I would like to correct The
News on a couple of points. Cannabis does
not merely demonstrate "potential" as a
medicine, it has been proven to be an effective one. This fact is proven by thousands
of years of world history, actual testimony
from medical marijuana users and by current scientific methodologies - all evidence
that our government refuses to accept,
thus indicating a flaw in the American system. For further information, check the
local libraries or contact T.H.C. An excellent and current reference would be
Marijuana: The Forbidden Medicine by
James Bakalar and Harvard psychiatrist
Lester Grinspoon.
President Clinton said in his inaugural
address: "We must free science and medicine from the grasps of politics and give all
Americans access to the very latest and
best medical treatments." The sad irony of
this is that hundreds of people, mostly
AIDS and cancer patients, are being
arrested, convicted, fined, and jailed for
trying to make their own health care decisions, something that should be a constitutional right. Imagine the drain this causes
on the already-limited prison budgets. Is it
any wonder that rapists, child molesters
and murderers are being released before
they should be?
The second point that I would like to
comment on has to deal with our "belief'

that the use of hemp can help the environment. The best example of this is, as previously stated, the use of hemp as paper.
The use of wood in paper manufacturing
requires strong chlorinating chemicals to
bleach the fibers to the level of whiteness
that we cherish. Among other hazardous
chemicals, this causes the production of
dioxin as an artifact of the process.
In recent years there has been some controversy as to dioxin's actual toxicity. Yet
whether it is toxic in the microgram or mil·
ligram levels, it is still toxic.
The problem is compounded by the fact
that the dioxin molecule is very stable ie.,
it is biodegraded in a very slow manner.
Thus, it can accumulate in the environment and eventually work its way into the
food chain and into our bodies!
Hemp is a common sense use for producing paper. Its fibers are almost white to
begin with, and any bleaching can be performed with the less-harsh and non-chlorinating chemical hydrogen peroxide. ·
ln addition, hemp can be harvested on an
annual basil:; (biannual in some regions of
the United States). How many decades
does it take to replace a section of forest?
The drawback to this is that most tree harvesters would probably lose their jobs.
Sometimes, however, this is the price that
has to be paid for living up to our responsibilities to our future generations and to
Mother Earth.
JON l. 0RIVER IS A GRADUATE STUDE'fl FROM M URRAY
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ON-LINE
ATMSU
BY SHELDON STAATS
VIEWPOINT EDITOR

The Internet links people with computer terminals and telephone lines in
a web of computers and software that
lets users communicate with other
users anywhere on the "Net." Created
by the Pentagon, the Internet is now
subsidized by the National Science
Foundation which, for now, controls
the Internet's core computer network.
Thirty million people may have regular access to Internet.
With the Internet you can:
•Communicate with friends, relatives
and colleagues around the world, at no
cost if you have an account at Murray
State.
• Browse through thousands of databases and libraries worldwide.
• Read and retrieve thousands of documents, journals, books and computer
programs.
•Keep up to date with current news,
sports and weather around the world.
• Play "real time" games wtth dozens
of people playing simultaneously.
The worldwide Net is a complex web
of interconnected networks that provides a medium for human communication. Things in cyberspace will be
different and it may challenge your
thinking. You will be exposed to ideas
and situations that are unique to the

world of the Net. You can make great
friends and develop life long contacts.
As the Net grows with the using population, it will change. You can be a
part of this electronic environment
called Cyberspace.
The Net is simply an agglomeration
of individuals. Electronic mail, or Email, is your most fundamental connection to the world of the Net. You
send mail to people at their address
and they can write you back. Through
E-mail, you are able to trade information with people across campus, the
nation and around the world.
Murray State offers three Internet
services other than E-mail.
File-transfer protocol provides
access to hundreds of file libraries
(from software to historical documents
to song lyrics). You will be able to
transfer these files from the Net to
your own computer.
Telnet provides access to databases,
computerized library card catalogs,
weather reports and other infonnation
services, as well as live, on-line games
that let you compete with players from
around the world.
Gopher gives you easy access to
dozens of other on-line databases and
services by making selections on a
menu. You will be able to copy text
files and programs to your mailbox.

Library gets technical
BY SHELDON STAATS •
VIEWPOINT EDITOR

The library is upgrading its services
with toe internet connection on campus. The spring semester will bring
some important advances at the
Waterfield library.
The library will soon have access to
other state university library catalogues through the Internet. Students
and faculty will be able to do on-line
citation searches. This will also be
accessible remotely by modem.

The library will test a databatle
called Vista in the spring. Vista has
some full text services and will be
introduced for a one month trial.
The library is also looking to get
InfoTrack on-line in the spring. This
will provide citations to over 1,500
journals and full text of 500.
There is also a busines~ index that
would provide a couple hundred periodicals in full text.
The library is also bringing on-line a
system that will enhance interlibrary
loan.

•E-mail
E-mail has two advantages over regular mail. The most obvious is speed.
Instead of taking days, your message
can reach the ot.her side of the world
in hours, minutes or even seconds. Email ah;o has advantages over the
telephone. You send your message
when it is convenient for you. Your
recipients respond at their convenience. No more telephone tag. And
through r;furray State, there are no
phone costs.

•Telnet
Tel net is a program that lets you use
the power of the Int.ernet to connect to
databases, library catalogs and other
information resources around the
world. Want to see what the weather
is like in San Francisco? Check on colleges in Europe? Get information on
government programs? Telnet lets you
do this. and more.
Multiple-User Dungeons are live,
role-playing games in which you
assume a new identity and enter an
alternate reality by way of Telnet. As
you explore these digital worlds you
will meet other players. These encounters can lead you on new adventures
or trap you in a struggle for survival.
Users gather on-line to chat, explore

Smiley's are a sfmple way to express "
little personality to overcome the

How to get on-line

formilltY Of 1h8 computer. H8ni are few to
~ry

manual Zen and the Art of the
Internet. ,The manual costs $4.00 and

the n$xt time you're online ...

:-)
classic smile
;-)
wink
:-(
frown
:-0
surprise
8.)
man wearing glasses
=1:-)= ·Abe Lincoln
. •< (:{)))Santa Claus
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

Student ventures in cyberspace
B Y KELLY

new areas or build new ones. Some are oped all the time. Gopher is a service
reminiscent of Dungeons and Dragons that makes the Internet as easy to
and are simply high tech, continuous . navigate as commercial networks.
role playing games.
Gopher scans the Net for requested
The thing to remember is that it is information so you do not have to.
the fantasy world of possibly hun- Gopher works through menus dreds of people, and not just yours. It instead of typing complicated comis important to remember that these mand lines, you just move a cursor
are still interpersonal relationships and select your choice. Gophers even
and it can be important not to alienate let you select files and programs from
or offend people.
FTP sites this way.
The vast dynamic capabilities of the
Net
are influencing the way we live
•FTP
Hundreds of systems connected to today. Think of the technologies that
Internet have me libraries accessible you use daily that were considered
to by the Net. There are plenty of free impossible a few years ago.
shareware programs. There are
You can browse through the holdlibraries and documents as well. You ings of Waterfield Library - or of
may find a copy of a recent U.S. libraries around the world. Users and
Supreme Court decision. Copies of his- databases are established around the
torical documents are readily avail- world not just in the industrialized
able. You can also find song lyrics, West.
poems, even movie reviews. You can
We are already seeing the developalso find extensive files detailing ment of simple graphical interfaces
everything you could ever possibly that will put the Net's power to use by
millions of people. You can already see
want to know about the Net itself.
Retrieve these files through the file their influence in the menus of
transfer protocol, or FTP. Files are Gophers which require no special computing skills but which open the gates
transferred with E-mail.
to thousands of information resources.
Inexpensive computers and free
•Gopher
Better ways ·or finding and retriev- access on campus provide invaluable
ing information and files are devel- opportunities to explore cyberspace.

I. HICKS

• Where do you start
The first thing you must do to get on
the infonnation superhighway is to
get an account on the Murray State
mainframe. Students should bring
their student ID to Karen Hamlet's
office, Room 115A in the Martha Lane
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology. Generally, you can pick
up your user account and password a
few days later. They provide handouts
to help you sign on to the system with
the computer equipment that you will
be using. Student account numbers
are valid for a full academic year.

can be purchased at the Faculty
Resource Center.
The Internet itself contains a vast
store of information on how to use its
resources.
Watch for on-line training sessions
after the first of the year. The
University has established a Help
Desk to provide a central point 'of
access to help with computer problems
across campus. The Help Desk is open
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday. For information, call 7622346.
Watch for computer training in the
residence halls after the first of the
year.

COLUCE LIFE EDITOR

•Then what
With computers affecting
every facet of life in today's
world, one student is finding the ride on the information superhighway enjoyable.
Michael Delaney, senior
from Gilbertsville, uses the
University's mainframe to
get on-line with the
Internet.
Delaney uses E-Mail and
participates in computer
games with other students
from his donn room.
"1 got on-line at the beginning of the semester and I
use the E-Mail daily for
school projects by talking to
students at other universities who are working
toward a speech communications degree like myself,"
Delaney said.
"I can't really use it for
research papers and in
depth studies though," he
said, "beeause of system
availability.
"The down load space on
the mainframe is really limited," Delaney said. "The
download area on the main
frame is only 500K., which is
· about half the space of a
floppy disc."
Delaney said the academic contributions of the
Internet would improve
greatly if the system was
upgraded by adding more
useful programs.
"It would be better if the
University offered World

-

Michael Delaney, senior from
dorm room.
Wide Web and Use Net
News ,.which are part of the
Internet and are the largest
sources of information," he
said.
"I would also like to see
the Internet Relay Chat
because these programs
would mean big time com.tpunication with hundreds
of people," Delaney said.
though
the
Even
University's program is not
as up to date as Delaney
would like, he said it can be
beneficial.
"I use the Internet pri-

Beverly Cook/Staff
Gilbertsville, accesses the Internet with the computer in his

marily to keep up to date on
current technology and to
play games in my spnre
time," he said.
"'The Multiple .User
Dungeons is like playing
Dungeons and Dragons in
that there are multiple
players and you as!';ume
vari'ous
characters."
Delaney said. "It is a great
stress reliever."
The system has been a
great asset to Delaney, but
it is not as efficient as he
hoped it would be.
"The system's operation is

The next step is to determine where
and how you will be accessing the
mainframe.
If you will be using a personal computer, you will need: 1. access to an
analog phone jack; 2. a modem; and 3.
communications software to allow
your computer to talk to other computers.
If you do not have a computer, you
can access the mainframe by using
one of the computer tenninal labs or
by going to one of the public access
sites in the residence halls. All halls
have computers, modems and software for student use.
There is a computer terminal lab on
the ground floor of the Business and
Public Affairs Building and another is
being relocated across from the
Stables in the Curris Center.
Both terminal Jabs are going to be
upgraded soon. The new terminals
will have color and enhanced keyboards.

•But I need more help

While some features of telecomputsporadic," he said. "'The
ing
are fairly easy and require more
speed from the mainframe
practice
than help (such as E-Mail),
is just too slow."
learning
to use some features of the
Delaney encourages other
Internet
(such as Telnet and FTP)
students to get on-line and
require
more
effort on the user's part.
take advantage of the pro·
The
Computer
Center has developed
grams that the University
handouts that address Internet topics
presently provides.
' such as Gopher, Telnet and FTP. The
However, he also stresses handouts will help walk you through a
the importance of learning session on the Murray State mainas much about the program frame using each of these features.
as you can before going on- Other sources of help include
line.
Waterfield Library and the University
''It is not really user bookstore.
friendly for beginners, but it
In addition, the University has
made copies of the popular reference
is fun 11nd it's the future."

•What is the cost
There is no charge for using the
information available on the Internet.
Access is free unless you call long distance. You can access the library at
the University of Switzerland, or a
special collection of renaissance literaturein Virginia for the same fee - $0.

•Do not forget
It is a violation of University policy
to give or share your account number
or password with anyone. Violation of
this policy can result in the suspension or removal of your account num·
ber.
Respect
your
fellow
users.
Remember that Internet access is
granted through the University for
academic purposes, not for commercial
or other uses. Use the resources to
accomplish what you need- but do not
lock out other users while you spend
hours playing. Be sure you log off the
system properly (do not just shut the ·
computer or modem off when finished).

•Ideas or complaints
The
Student
Government
Association has two members on the
University
Technical
Advisory
Committee. This committee will consider how best to integrate technology
into Murray State's plans for the
future. Student members are Justin
Oowns and Michelle Casper. Share
your ideas and concerns with your representatives. They want to hear from
you.
Linda Miller is Systems Analyst for
Administrative Services and Information
Resources at Murray State
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Ag chair named to
hemp task force

Student arrested
after 90-mph chase
Police pursue through 2 counties

BY ANCEI.A ScHADE
AssiSTANT MANAGING EDrTOI

Eldon Heathcott, chairman of the department of agriculture, was appointed by Gov. Brereton Jones to a task
force to study the agricultural viability of hemp.
Most of the task force is made up of representatives of
the agricultural community. The mission of the task force
is to find out if it is ~sible to grow and process industrial hemp in Kentucky.
"If there are crops which can be grown legally for a profit in Kentucky which we are currently not growing, then
we as public officials have a duty to examine these crops
and provide answers for the farmers of Kentuclcy," Jones
said.
Jones said the task force will not slow down efforts to
eliminate marijuana in Kentucky.
Hemp was grown widely in America during colonial
times and uaed for twine, cloth, ro~ and paper.
Kentucky was a major producer of hemp during World

warn.

Currently, hemp .is grown commercially in Europe and
ASia, largely for use as pUlp in paper mills.
Products made from hemp are imported into the United
State&.

Course offers Cmancial help
ing, retirement and income
STAFF Wltll(lt
taxes.
While the class has been preIf you have trouble with your viously available, it would not
personal budget or income count for business major, minor
taxes, maybe you should take or area electives. Now, it will.
FIN 230.
Interested students should
Personal Finance is a course sign up soon. Only one section
offered through the College of of the class is offered for the
Business that concentrates on spring semester.
If you would like more inforfinancial matters on the individual level.
mation, contact Betty Driver,
Students will gain insight on department of economics and
investing, insurance, budget- finance at 762-4281
BY·TOM KIMMEL

aru>roaching on foot in that
lane were forced to run for
Richard Nail, 27, senior from cover. A spokesman said the
Mayfield, was arrested early driver of the vehicle "tried to
Friday. Police reported he led run down four Paducah officers
them on a two-county chase and one Lone Oak officer."
that reached speeds in excess of
The chase continued through
90 miles per hour.
several back roads and finally
Paducah
Police ended on Ky. 121 about two
A
Department spokesman said miles north of Mayfield, where
the pursuit began about 1:30 the vehicle was forced into a
a.m., shortly after they driveway by a roadblock set up
received a report from Tony's by Mayfield police.
Sports Bar that a patron who
A spokesman said the suswas "causing trouble" and pos- pect again tried to run down
sibly armed had left the bar.
police officers, who finally had
Officer Dickie Powers spotted to break the driver's side winthe suspect vehicle, a 1986 dow to get the suspect out of
Lincoln, on Lone Oak Road. the vehicle.
According to police reports, the
Paducah police charged Nall
vehicle was "travelling at a
with eight counts of first degree
high rate of speed and weaving
wanton
endangerment,
badly." Powers attempted to
attempting to elude police, secstop the vehicle on suspicion of
ond-offense driving under the
DUI. The driver refused to stop
influence, driving on a susand fled south on U.S. 45.
pended operator's license and
Kentucky State Police offino insurance.
cers joined the chase, and
Kentucky State Police added
Trooper Tom Atkins attempted
a moving roadblock near KSP charges in Graves County of
Post 1 headquarters. A KSP first degree wanton endangerpress release said the suspect ment, third degree criminal
vehicle slowed, then attempted mischief and third degree
to pass on the left. When assault:
Nall is lodged in McCracken
Atkins moved to block the vehicle, it accelerated and rammed County Jail on $24,100 bond
for the McCracken County
the police cruiser.
Both cars came to a stop, but charges and $2,500 bond for
the suspect vehicle spun the Graves County charges.
He faces preliminary heararound and drove off northbound in the southbound lane. ings in Graves County Dec. 7
Other police officers who were and McCracken County Dec. 8.

STAFF REPOitT

123 days until Christmas!

75¢
Laundry Service & Alterations

The Brothers. of
Sigma Chi
would like to thank the following for
Thanksgivihg dinner
Nikki Almand
~ ) Laurel Ripley
+Ann~ennison~

• ~
,

Shannon Eckels
Kim Hallsted
..,.Am~~a· F~ks
~.Shannonr'Hodge

POUCEBEAT
November 17

6:43 p.m. Brenda Cadogan reported the theft of her book bag from
Winslow Cafeteria.
November 18

2:00 a.m. There was a report of gun shots in the Franklin Hall area.
Nothing was found.
3:40 a.m. Calloway District Jail reported that Murray Police officers
arrested James H. Richardson for alcohol intoxication and Robert
Schooley for DUI.
10:44 a.m. Jeff Cooper reported his book bag stolen from Winslow
Cafeteria.
5:53p.m. There was a burning odor in the University Book Store.
6:45 p.m. Kate Luke reported the theft of her book bag from Winslow
Cafeteria.
November 19
3:03 a.m. There was a report of a window peeper at Springer Hall.
Gone on arrival.
3:36 a.m. There was a report that the window peeper was back.
Gone on arrival.
6:02 p.m. A student was locked Inside Water11eld Ubrary.
November 20

3:44 p.m. There was a report of a marijuana odor on the third floor of
Richmond Hall. Nothing was found.
5:15p.m. A washing machine was reported on fire on the sixth floor
of Elizabeth Hall. Central Plant, Public Safety and the Murray Fire
Department responded. There was no fire and no need for evacuation.
9:34 p.m. The Murray Police Department advised that there were
two males at their station stating a female had pulled a gun on them
on campus. Investigation is continuing.
November 23

2:42 p.m. There was a power outage across campus. Power was
restored at 3:29 p.m.
November 25

3:30 p.m. There was a report of teenagers throwing items from the
Fine Arts Building stairwell.
November 26

10:35 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a gas odor in the Fast Track area.
November 28

11:16 p.m. There was a report of a gun shot in the Franklin Hall
area. Nothing was found.
Racer Patrol Escorts - 18
Motorist Assists - 11
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the
Murray State News staff from materials available to the public at the
Public Safety office.
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Beverly Cook/Staff

Vair Booth, freshman fro m Murray, and Kathy Rogers, Racer Card coordinator, decorate the Curris Center Christmas tree in
prepa ration for t he Hanging of t he Green cele bration Sunday.

Curris Center Christmas begins Sunday
herald in the Christmas spirit Fitzgibbon. interim vice presiat Murray State, the event has dent of University relations
moved its way across campus to and administrative services,
Murray State University will the Curris Center from its orig- and wife Eileen Fitzgibbon.
celebrate the Christmas season inal location in the lobby of
The Adult Handbell Choir,
at the traditional Hanging of Ordway Hall.
under the direction of Steve
the Green celebration Sunday.
Receptions will be held from Littlefield, will provide preproThis year marks the fifth 4 to 5 p.m. on the three levels of gram music and will be accomannual celebration of the event, the Curris Center.
panied by the Western
which is sponsored by the
Hosts will include Kern Kentucky Brass Quartet and
Curris Center staff and the Alexander, Murray State the Murray State Trombone
department of music.
President, and wife Elizabeth Choir.
Since the first celebration of Alexander; Jim Booth, provost
The Murray State Concert
the Hanging of the Green in and vice president for academic Choir, the University Choral
1974, which was designed to and student affairs; and John and the Choral Union will
BY AMY PONDER
R£PORT£R

introduces the evening's activities at 5 p.m., with carols from
the balconies.1
Between musical programs,
attendants will listen to the
poetic works drawn from the
collections of authors such as
Louis Remon, Dylan Thomas,
John Milton, Elizabeth Barrett
Browning and C.F. Hilleary.
Readers include Margaret
Hunt, of WKMS-FM~ James
Schempp
and
Robert
Valentine, of the department of
speech communication and the-

Project Harvest assists less
fortunate during holiday Season
Weis said. "'t could be for whatWeis said a stronger need for
ever reason - a senior citizen, a assistance is evident this year,
family temporarily down on and he hopes that need will be
Your help is requested by their luck, the main breadwin- fulfilled.
American Humanics to assist ner losing his job. It's a lot of
Approximately 2,000 canned
those less fortunate during the families to feed every month."
goods and other foodstuffs will
Christmas holidays.
To assist Need Line in its be donated, based on previous
By donating canned goods quest to provide nourishment years' averages, Weis said.
and other nonperishable items to those families, American
"This year, the community
by Dec. 9, you can help Humanics gather s canned has been divided up by Need
American Humanics, a non- goods year-round, not just dur- Line," Weis said. "American
profit
organization,
with ing the holidays.
Humanics is only collecting
Project Harvest.
"Project Harvest is an intense from the campus community
Project Harvest is in its fifth collection for the winter this year, instead of Murray,
year as a project for the months, when the need really also. Since the collection area
American Humanics class increases, probably five times has been divided, our target
Introduction to Youth Agency as much," Weis said. "Dec. 9 is group has been cut in half."
Administration and continues the class project end date, but
Weis said there are very good
to be a vital part of the class. (American Humanics) will con- reasons for helping American
Roger Weis, campus director of tinue collecting year-round."
Humanics reach its goal with
American Humanics, said the
Weis said this project is one Project Harvest.
project is a very important one. of the class's favorites.
"There are individuals that,
"Every month, there are 200
"This is the high point of the because of circumstances
families deemed by Need Line class; they really prefer this beyond their control, are going
to be in need of assistance," over anything else," he said.
without the proper nutrition,"
BY SABRINA TYLER

STAFF W RITER

Weis said. "We have even had
college students who haven't
bad enough food for the month.
"Secondly, people's values
and concerns for other people
are rea1ly enhanced by performing a community service.
It is as beneficial for the students, faculty, and staff at
Murray State as it is for those
who receive the goods.
"It is a win-win situation," ·
Weis said. "People are learning
values that I think our country
really needs to get back to,
those basic values of helping
each other out.•
Items can be taken to the
American Humanics office, in
Room 108 of the Carr Health
Building. For more information
concerning Project Harvest or
other American Humanics projects, call 762·3808.

atre; and Pam Rice, of the
department of health, physical
education and recreation.
Selections performed by the
choir will include works such as
"0 Magnum Mysterium" from
Christmas
Cantata
by
Pinkham and more familiar
works such as "A Babe is Born,"
composed by William Mathis.
Paige Gross of Paducah, a
senior soloist of the department
of music, vocal/choral unit, will
present "J esus Bambino Pietro ·
Yon."

Throughout the concert, the
audience may participate in the
singing of carols with the
choirs.
Alexander will offer his first
Christmas greeting, as Murray
State University's President,
before proceeding to light the
official tree in the Currie
Center.
Bradley L. Almquist, director
of choral activities, prepared
ihe script and will conduct the
choirs.

-Faculty member
• •
promotes creat1v1ty
in 'Story House'
BY AMY PONDER
REPORTER

J ean Elvin, Murray State University's director of dance,
r ecently coordinated and helped sponsor an arts in education
residency involving guest artist, Susan Bendix, of Tempe,
Ariz.
During the program, Bendix taught fourth and fifth
grader s at East Calloway Elementary. Students participated
in activities designed to bridge creative movement with language arts.
They were encouraged to write and draw about their moving experiences on the walls of an inflatable sculpture called
"Story House," a large, clear plastic room.
"Many children, frequently. those for whom language arts
is difficult, can relate and really bloom when the physical
encounter of the subject matter is made available," Bendix
said. "The words become the by-product of the sensation, and
a connection is made because it is natural."
AB a part of t he school-business residency funding sources,
both Fisher Price of Murr ay and Wei-Mart contributed to the
project, along wit}l East Calloway Elementary School,
Murray State's College of Education, the depar tment of
health, physical education and recreation and the dance program.
"It is a pleasure to bring such nn experienced and talented
guest artist to our local schools," J:<;lvin said. "The project is
something I believe in strongly ond it also fits Kentucky
Education Reform Act guidelines perfectly."
E lvin, originally from Los Altos, Calif.. in the San
Francisco Bay area, has performed professionally in Chicago
with Venetia Stifler.and Concert Dance Inc., and is currently in the process of becoming certified to teach the
Feldenkrais method.
This technique is a movement awareness method which
Elvin says is helpful to actors, dancers and the general public.
Elvin said the Feldenkrais method helps individuals enjoy
a greater range of comfortable movement, and helps them
find ways of accomplish ing any movement with more ease
and enjoymen t.
"This could include something as common as turning in' the
driver'!: seat to check the blind spot. or as specialized as playing an arpeggio on the piano," Elvin said.

Beverly Cook/Staff

Ke nneth E. Meine rs, sophom ore from Indianapolis, died Aug. 22. T he Epsilon chapter of the Sigma Phi Epsilon frate rnity at Murray Stat e planted a tree and placed a m em or ial plaque at the comer of 16th Street a nd University
Drive.

In addition to teaching the Feldenkrais awareness through
movement to actors and dancer and continuing the choreographing and directing of dance performances, Elvin hopes
to open her own private practice in the Feldenkrais method
for individual clients in the future.
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Waters ripples into
musical mainstream
If serious dance music with a
hip-hop style is the kind of
music that makes you want to
get your groove on, tnen
Crystal Water's new CD entit 1 e d
Storyteller is M U S I C
well worth
getting your REV I E W
hands on.
W a t e r s • MICHAEL
who brought jOHNSON
the
music
industry the smash dance
music hit "Gypsy Woman"
three years ago, has come back
with a real powerhouse of
dance music this time around.
There are 11 tracks on the
CD, and I did not fmd one that
I did not like.
It was hard for me to even
pick my favorite, but I would
have to say it is the song "100%
Pure."
This song is so similar in
style to "Gypsy Woman" that I
fell in love with it. Gypsy
Woman was my favorite song
when Waters first debuted.
Two other really good tracks
on the CD are "Regardless" and
the song "Lover Lay Low."
"Lover Lay Low" is a slow
track that seriously made me
want to move. It has that dance
feel but also has a slow, smooth
melody.
You have to hear it for yourself.
Waters is heavily into the
poetry.
She stopped writing poetry
when she entered coUege to
study business.
Waters still wanted to write,
but this time she turned her
attention to writing music, and
began looking for a writing
partner.

'
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Lung Association Christmas
Seals help lungs breathe easier
with programs like the Unpuffables and
Smoke-Free class of 2000 to tackle the problem
of tobacco use by children.

STAff REPORT

This holiday season, the American Lung
Association of Kentucky will focus on children's lung disease during its annual
Christmas Seal Campaign, which will reach
nearly 300,000 homes statewide.
The association's goal is to raise $256,000,
part of which will be used to fund medical
research on pediatric lung disease, plus asth·
ma education and smoking prevention programs for children.
One way the Lung Association is fighting
pediatric lung disease in Kentucky is through
its summer camps for children with asthma.
These medically staffed overnight and day
camps offer children from around the state the
opportunity to e:~eperience the fun of camping
while learning how to control their asthma.
Another way the Lung Association helps
children who have asthma and their parents is
through "Open Airways for Schools."
This school-based education program offers a
series of lessons designed to help families and
school personnel learn, how to cope with asthma.
Along with its asthma programs, the Lung
Association is working throughout Kentucky

The Unpuffables offers booklets of stories
and games for pret~ens to complete at home
with their parents.
The Smoke-Free Class of 2000 is a national
project that provides grade-specific programs
each year to students who will graduate in the
year 2000.
Lung disease and breathing problems are the
leading cause of death among infants.
Asthma and other breathing problems affect
more than 17 million American children. In
Kentucky alone, nearly 77,000 children under
the age of 18 have asthma.
This year will mark the 87th season for the
American Lung Association's Christmas Seal
Campaign.
Today, Christmas Seals are still the country's leading source of funds to fight all types of
lung disease.
For more information about children and
lung disease, or about Christmas Seals, contact
the American Lung Association of Kentucky at
1-800-LUNG-USA.

.

Accord sets ntotoring standards
Accord to accommodate the V6
engine, but it was an invest1995 Honda Accord now has a ment that was well worth the
V6 engine, and Accord drivers expense.
The V6 power comes from a
are dancing . . - - - - -....
2.7 liter 170 horsepower V6
in
the BUYING
engine. According to Car &
streets.
Driver maga2ine, the V6 will
Honda, GUIDE
which
has 1 - - - - - - 1 decrease the miles per gallon
sold
the MICHAEl
amounts for the Accord. The
new mileage figures are 19 mpg
Accord, the j OHNSON
best selling ' - - - - - - - - ' in the city and 26 mpg on the
import sedan for a number of highway.
years, decided that the time
The mileage change doesn't
was right, after the increase of affect the Accord's ranking
competition with other imports among the others cars ·in its
going to V6 engines, to intro- competition range.
The V6 Accord is still at the
duce a V6 to its leading sedan
top in mileage compared to the
as well.
Honda spent $30 million to Dodge Eagle Vision TSi, the
redesign the front end of the Ford Taurus LX and the
Now there is more power for

an already perfect car. The

Mercury records

Crystal Waters has recently released a new album e ntitle d
Storyteller on Mercury records.

Waters' strong rhythmic writing style showed when she
wrote "Gypsy Woman" for
another group.
Polygram Records was so captivated by the song and the way
that she sung it that they
offered her a recording deal.
I think you should run out
and take that extra $12 or $13
and grab this CD.
Every track has something

special about it, and it will really make you want to get your
groove on. I think it will be as
equally hard for you to select
your favorite.
I hope that you like Crystal
Waters and will run out and
grab the CD and have a listen.
But do not depend on what I
say, hear it for yourself.
You might find Waters to be
as awesome as I think she is.

ILIFE HOUSE CARE CEN'l'ER FOR WOMEN'

Free

1506 Chestnut
753-0700

Pre gnancy Tests
(All Services Confidential)

New Jlours:
Monday- ThutRdny 9 - 11 tun. & 1 - 4 p.m .
Friday 9 - 11 a .m.
Satnrdny 10 n.m . · 2 p.m .
Ext r.tr tlf!tl laour~ on 1~u~scluy fi - 7 p. 1n.

r----------------T----------------,

I

OFF ICERS'

T R A I N IIG

CORPS

Hyundai Sonata GLS.
The V6 will only be available
in the more expensive Accord
models.
The LX and EX models will
have the new V6.
Though the average Accord
costs $17,970, a V6 powered
Accord will be a little more
costly. The Accord V6 is going
for $21,900 for the LX and
$23,900 for the more luxurious
EX sedan.
If more power is what you
want, and you are very happy
driving Honda Accords. you can
now have the V6 power and not
have to sacrifice too much of
your good mileage, just,a little
bit more of your personal savings.
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GET MOm FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
fees. They even pay a flat rate for textYour Uncle Sam. Every year Army
books and supplies. You can also receive
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds
an allowance of up to $1000 each
of talented students. lf you qualify,
these merit-based scholarships can ~-~ school year the scholarship IS m
effect. Fmd out today if you qualify
help you pay tuition and educational
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Here's.a list of the 10 bestselling' paperbac~s .
· in December on campuses across America.

1. Disclosure,

by Michael Crichton. ,

··: ., ·

A·man recoonts his $\tliy of being a victim of selCilaJ harrasemeri

.:;· x

2. The Shipping News, by E. Annie Proulx..,
A journalist retums to hls childhood~~ the dealh of his...wife.

Fofre,st. Gump, b~ Winst'on

3.

the cow pasture obstacle
course; cow chip throwing contest; and tug of war.

BY REV CRAIG
ASSISTANT COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

If you cannot run, you better
Bill Burnam, Sigma Tau
hide. At least, according to Gamma president elect and
Sigma Tau Gamma, this was
junior from Sturgis, said the
the case on Wednesday and
Running of the Bulls was
Thursday.
designed to improve relations
Sigma Tau Gamma began its between the fraternity and the
first Running of the Bulls, a the Greek community while
philanthropic fund raising raising money to help the fraevent, Wednesday.
ternity's philanthropy, BAC(Boosting
Alcohol
The fraternity held a sheet CHUS
sign contest for the sororities Consciousness concerning the
Health of University Students).
on Wednesday.
''We hope to support our philCutchin Field was the site for
the fraternity's events. Held on anthropy and get our fraternity
Thursday, the events ran from more involved on campus,"
3 p.m. to 5 p.m. and included said Jason Cansler, Sigma Tau
such events as the cow/bull cos- Gamma secretary and sophotume contest; tiptoeing through more from Hopkinsville.

Beginning at 9 p.m., the fra- Spain."
ternity held an all Greek party
Reactions from sorority memat Sporty's. Admission to the bers have been positive.
event was $1, or a canned good.
"'am always in favor of raisBobby Vineyard, Sigma Tau ing money for charities," said
Gamma vice-president elect, Melanie Adams, Alpha Delta Pi
said the proceeds and canned member and junior from
goods raised from the party will Gibson, Tenn. "I support them
go toward the Calloway County 100 percent."
Need Line.
"It was Sigma Tau Gamma's
The idea for the Running of first charity event," said Anne
the Bulls developed by connect- Denissen, Alpha Sigma Alpha
ing the fraternity's mascot with member and junior from
the event.
Louisville. "I think everyone
supports
them in their efforts."
"When our colony was founded, it was decided that a bull
The Runningofthe Bulls conwould be our mascot," Barnum cludes today with the drawing
said. "We just took the original of raffle tickets for a mountain
idea to its logical conclusion bike. A portion of the proceeds
and named the Running of the from the raffie will go toward
Bulls after the event held in the Need Line.

.. ::

A man teUs his moving life story over three decades
., In Amerlc:ari history.

4.

Fraternity holds first charity events
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Available Everywhere
on Campus

c?tfountain
.
ValleY
~pring

~ter
from Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas

753-0819

Call 759-1752
For Information and Reservations

It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have p(m in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!

EVENT

Santa Claus
2- 4 p.m.

Hanging of the Green
Reception 4- 5 p.m.
Program 5 p.m.

Dec. 8

Group rates available (Groups of 10 or more)

Looks like a
Yivarin night.

to now?

Dec. 4

Cfii{dren S ~
Christmas Caro{

Adults $6 Senior Citizens $5 Students $4

What ~~
~
I$ are they up~~Dec. 3

Yl

Dec. 2 - 4 & 9 - 11
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.
Sunday at 2 p.m.

;.J~
~\

DATE

P{ayfiouse in tfie Par~Presents

Caricatures by
Ron Dunkerson
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Dec. 13 Christmas Picture Buttons
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
All events located in the
Rocking Chair Lounge - Curris Center

NOW!!!
Every Tuesday & Wednesday nights

get into the Cheri Theater for $2.50
with a valid MSU ID

~ ---~ --

--- ----
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Flying High
The Race rs geared for their
season with impressive wins

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

Scott Nanney/Staff

Rae~rs
BY

Scon

NANNEY

SPORTS EDITOR

Junior guard Marcus Brown (left) soars In for two of his game-high 46 points In
Monday night's124-IOS exhibition victory over Vasda USA. In a 107-74 win
over Puntamika-Zadar Nov. 22, Junior guard Kenneth Taylor (above) defends
former Racer standout Cedric Gumm.

set records, down Tigers

characterized the victory as a
positive sign for the team.
"This is just one game," he
said. "I realize we playea a nonDivision I school, but we have
done well so far."

After a pair of dominant exhibition
victories
over
Puntamika-Zadar and Vasda
USA, some Murray State basketball fans must have wondered if their team could possi- Early lead
bly play any better.
From the outset of the conThe answer to that question test, the outcome was never
was a resounding yes as the really in doubt as the Racers
Racers destroyed built an early 12-4 lead.
Campbellsville College in a seaSenior point guard William
son-opening 138-88 victory Moore led an ea.rly 9·2 run with
Wednesday night at Racer a pair of three-point baskets
Arena.
and a layup.
Not only did the Racers come
Moore, who scored 17 points
away with another impressive in the game, said the Racers
win, they also broke three will count on him to jump start
records in the process.
the team in the early going.
While the team's 138 points
"I need to come out and play
were the most ever scored by a that way every night," he said.
Racer squad, they also set a "I need to get myself going
team record with 81 points in because I can help everybody
else out if I can do that."
the second half.
Murray State also set a new
Moore said the Racers have
Ohio Valley Conference record set their goals high for this seaby connecting on 17 three-point son.
shots.
""'We're going to do this to a
Racer head coach Scott Edgar lot of teams this year," he said.

"Once everybody gets the system down, we're going to be a
hard team to beat. Our goal is
to go undefeated in the OVC.,.
Junior guard Marcus Brown
and junior forward Greg
Anderson each contributed an
early basket to stretch the
Racer lead.
Anderson, who scored 13
points and pulled down eight
rebounds in 15 minutes of
action, snid the win showed the
fons how well lhe Racers can
play.
"It was good that we got a victory," he said. "It showed the
crowd what we're capable of."
Midway through the first
half, the Racers went on another scoring spurt by outscoring
the Tigers 22-8.
Murray State led by as much
as 23 points in the first half
before taking a 57-36 advantage to the locker room.

.

Second half
In the second half, it was
more of the same as the Racers

reached the 100 point mark for
the third straight game.
Not only did the starters perform well for Edgar, but his
reserves stepped in and did not
miss a beat.
Six Racers scored in double
figures, three of whom came off
the bench to do so.
Reserve forward .Vincent
Rainey continued his consistency by going nine of 11 from the
floor to lead the Racers with 24
points.
Freshman forward Matt
Harris also contributed to the
Racer offensive attack with 12
points on three of four shooting
from three-point range.
Sophomore guard Jarrod
Martin also played a strong
game, pouring in nine points
and four assists in seven minutes.
"I thought this game was better than the other two games
we've played because we played
intense on defense for both
halves,.. Martin said.
Despite his team's offensive

explosion, Edgar feels the
Racers still have some improving to do.
"I think we have the ability to
shoot the ball better," he said.
"This time ofyear, it's all about
developing as many weapons as
you can."
Even though the Racers have
many things to improve on,
Edgar said he feels good about
the team's start.
"I've been excited about this
group ever since we started," he
said. "I told them that we all
have to work together to get to
the mountaintop."

Ro ad trip
The Racers will not have
time to saver their big win as
the
team
travels
to
Wilmington, N. C. for its first
road game of the season
against Troy State in the East
Coast Classic.
"In order to accomplish what
we want to, we have to play as
good or better on the road,"
Edgar said.

Women aim t o rebound at ASU tourney
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
ASSISlANT SPORTS EDITOR

Following a 94-60 exhibition loss to an
older and more experienced Slovenian
Naiional team and a season-opening 9763 defeat against a superior squad from
the University of Louisville, head coach
Eddie Fields has been scrambling to put
together a healthy lineup for the ailing
0-1 Murray State women's basketball
team.
The Lady Racers' frontcourt has been
the hardest hit by injuries. Christy
Bailey. a 6'1,. sophomore power forward
from Cape Girardeau, Mo., has been
redshirted with a season·ending back
injury, while 6'2" freshman forward/center Twinata Paige, from Ashland, Miss.,
is being hampered with a strained back.
Meanwhile, Stephanie Gray, a 5'8"
junior guard/forward from Mayfield, is
questionnblc fOr today's opening round
meeting with Mississippi Valley State
in the Pizza Inn Classic at Jonesboro,
Ark. Gray, having to start at power forward to fill the gap left by Bailey, scored
14 points and pulled down six boards in
the loss to the Lady Cardinals.
Despite the crippling effect of these
early injuries on the team's roster,
Fields is still optimistic that his team
can work through the injuries and get

Fields, a 5'7"
some wins.
"The starting lineup
starting
shooting
"
We're a long way
is going to vary
guard and junior colfrom where we want lege transfer from
regardless,"
Fields
said. "Basically, we're
Tenn.,
to be, but we're see- Trenton,
banged up right now,
poured
in
11
points
ing a lot of progress
and we're just trying
and three rebounds
and more intensity. " and three assists, and
to play some basketball games until we
is very intent on turnget our health back."
Eddie Fields ing the team's success
The addition of 6'0"
around as soon as posfreshman
forward
sible.
Teresa Powell, a native of Providence, "We're going to start. to using our quickand Renee Hornbuckle, a 5'10" ~opho ness to our advantage," Fields said.
more forward from Murray, should "We've been working on correcting our
shore up the front line for the return of mistakes this week."
Paige and the arrival of sophomore
Smith) a 5'9" freshman guard/forward
transfer Stephanie Minor. The 5'11" from Gallatin, Ill., rained in 14 points to
power forward from Madisonville. who share game-high honors wilh Gray. The
provided 19 points and 13 rebounds in team's three-point specialist has been
the Blue-Gold intrasquad ~crimmage focusing on helping the squad to get a
Nov. 10, will not be eligible until Dec. better jump against future opponents.
19, when the Lady Racers fncc Western
"We just seemed to hustle more and
Kentucky, Minor's former school, in hit more shots in the second half
Bowling Green.
(against Louisville)," Chase said. "We
Powell has already made a contribu- let them have too many runs in the first
tion to the team, grabbing a team-high half.''
10 rebounds in 19 minutes against the
'rhe Lady Cardinals led MSU 48-23 at
Slovenians as she tries to play her way halftime and outscored the Lady Racers
into game shape.
by nine points in the second .stanza.
Also leading the team with their
Fields thinks that his troops have
efforts against the Lady Cardinals were learned from the 34-point fall to the
Chastity Fields and Chase Smith.
Lady Cardinals and is counting on this

weekend's tournament as an indication
of that lesson.
"We've had some excellent practices
since the Louisville game," Fields said.
"We're a long way from where we want
to be, but we're seeing a lot of progress
and more intensity."
At 6'3", junior college transfer Melissa
Collins, of Memphis, Tenn., is the
team's only remaining true center. Still,
she was able to rip down a team-best 15
rebounds and tally seven points in 33
minutes of action against the Lady
Cardinals, despite fouling out with 2:54
left in the game.
Also playing superb basketball has
been 5'9" freshman shooting guard
Shonta Hunt, another native of
Memphis, Tenn. Hunt, who tied Gray
with 11 points, along with four steals,
against the Slovenians, feels said the
lineup shuffiing will not cause too much
trouble for the team's chemistry.
"It doesn't really affect our performance," Hunt said. "Everybody just has
to play at a higher level."
Today's game with Mississippi Valley
State will be 6 p.m., followed by a meeting with either host Arkansas State or
Coppin State. The Pizza Inn Classic's
consolation match will be at 6 p.m.
Saturday, followed by the championship
round at 8 p.m.

Dallas
favored

to win
•
aga1n
With four games to go, the
NFL playoff picture could
not be more confusing.
The San Francisco 49ers
h a v e . . - - - - -.....
clinched a SPORTS
division
win in the TALK
NFC West ......,----~
and
can TOM
s e c u r e KIMMEL
home field .___ _ _ ___,
advantage throughout the
playoffs by winning their
remaining games.
Houston, Cincinnati and
Washington have been elimated from playoff contention, which leaves 24
teams with at least a mathematical possibility of gaining
one of the remaining 11
slots.
Unafraid to test the the
murky waters, I will predict
the playoff teams. However,
if you use my predictions and
lose money, don't expect me
to feel responsible or even
sorry.
Even the NFC will yield a
few surprises this year.
Dallas will win the East
and Philadelphia will gain a
wild card position. Neither
New York nor Arizona will
make it in. The Giants are
still rebuilding and Arizona
needs an offense.
The Central is the most
surprising division. Chicago
will win the division .and
Minnesota will get a wild
card. Green Bay needs a running back, Detroit needs a
quarterback
and
the
Buccaneers will suffer another season in which they lose
10 or more games. Trent
Dilfer and Errict Rhett offer
promise for the future.
The 49ers have already
clinched the West, so I am
assured of getting at least
one team right. The Rams
and the Saints will both be
watching the playoffs on
television, but Atlanta is my
surprise to sneak into a playoff slot.
In the AFC the picture is
about as clear as mud.
Even though Miami fell
apart last year, at 8-4 they
should hold on and win the
East this year. New England
and the New York Jets are
still a year away, and the
Colts are still a quarterback
away. Buffalo will continue
their collapse by not reaching their fifth straight Super
Bowl, giving football fans a
reason to celebrate.
In the Central, the two
teams are easy to pick,
Pittsburgh and Cleveland
are both 9-3. The Browns
will win the division and
Pittsburgh will be pushed
into a wild card because of
an anemic offense.
The West will provide
three of the teams. San
Diego will win the division.
Seattle is too inexperienced,
and the Broncos still need a
defense. The Raiders will
continue their late season
charge into a wild card spot
and Kansas City will glide
into the final spot on the arm
of Joe Montana.
Barring
tOJury,
the
Cowboys will beat the 49ers
in the NFC championship
game en route to their third
consecutive Super Bowl.
In the AFC, Pittsburgh
will beat Miami in the championship for the dubious
honor of being the AFC team
that tries to break the NFC's
streak.
Still, the AFC will again
come up short. Final score:
Dallas 28, Pittsburgh 24.
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Racers rack up OVC awards Sports
BY M IKE 0 HSTRO M

Notebook

AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Senior Sarah Dearworth was
selected as Ohio Valley
Conference Player of the Year.
Senior Gina Buscher claimed
All-OVC second team honors.
Kristi Hoffman was voted to
the All-OVC freshman team.
When head coach Brenda
Bowlin prepared the 1994
Murray State volleyball team
for the upcoming season, little
did she suspect her squad
would receive such accolades
coming off a 11-21 record and
sixth-place finish from the year
before.
Bowlin, the recipient of the
1994 OVC Coach of the Ycar
award, directed the Lady
Racers' 22-13 turnaround in
her third year with the program. The season included a
second-place 14-2 journey
through the OVC regular season as well as a trip to the
fmals of the OVC Tournament,
held
Nov.
18-20
in
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Still, the loss to Southeast
Missouri has not hampered
Bowlin's pride in the resilience

Sarah Dearworth has been named as one of the
Racers of the Week.
Dearworth, a senior middle hitter from Cabot, Ark.,
was chosen as the 1994 Ohio Valley Conference Volleyball
Player of the Year. Having five MSU season and six career
records to her credit, she led the team to a 22- 13 record
and second-place fi nishes in the OVC regular season and
conference tournament. losing only to Southeast Missouri
15- 13, 15-6 and 18- 16 in the OVC Tournament championship match. She also earned a selection to the GTE
Academic All-District IV First Team with a 3.41 grade
point average in advertising.
Vincent Rainey has been named as the other Racer of
the Week.
Rainey, a 6'4" sophomore guard/forward from Memphis,
Tenn., led the Racer basketball team in its 138-88 openingseason rout of Campbellsville College Wednesday night at
Racer Arena. Rainey scored 24 points, pulled down seven
rebounds and tallied fou r assists to bring his averages to •
20.0 points per game, 4.0 rebounds per game and 3.3
assists per game, with six three-point baskets and only
seven turnovers in Murray State's first three contests of
the 1994-95 season.

Jud Cook/Photo Editor
Head coach Bre nda Bowlin shoute d instructions to the Hurray State volleyball squad during a
rece nt match. The Lady Race rs finishe d second In the Ohio Valley Confe re nce.

and hard work her team
showed in this season's campaign, and is especially thankful to Dearworth and Hoffman

for coming through.
handled the pressure," Bowlin
"I knew she (Dearworth) said. "(Hoffman) showed a lot of
could do the things she did and ·guts by stepping in and runI was impressed by how she ning our offense this year."

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Miller. There's a tear In your
beer'causeyourcar hit a deer.
Wohlleb

Wohlleb & MHier, Congratsl
You're the lucky winners of the
onemilllonthclassifledlseeKelly
Me for your prizeI

Wantedllllndivlduals. Student
Organlzatlons and Small
Groups to Promote SPRING
BREAK '95. Eam substantial
MONEY and FREE TRIPS.
CALL THE NATION'S
LEAOER, INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS 1-800-327·
6013.

Part-time or Full· time sludent
needed to work 20 to 30 hrs
per week. General office
work. Apply at 312 North
12th Street Murray.

97BottlesofBeerontheWall.

0, you think this Saturday I
could get some more pumpkin bread? TTFNI K
Peanutbutter Is good until It
sticks to the roof of your mouth.

FOR RENT
3BR· 11/2bathhouseat316 N.
6thStreet. AvallableJan.1, 1995
Furnished. $450/mo plus deposit. No pets. can 762-4483. 8
a.m.- 4 p.m. M·F

Swing, Batter-batter-batter,
SwfngiThankyou MSU Brads
HELP WANTED
for a fantastic partylll It was Spring Bnlak Specials!
too funl Love, the sisters of Bahamas Party Cruise. 6
Alpha Sigma Nptla;.- - - - Oays1ncll.ielng 12 Meals $2791
Panama City. Kltchens $1291
Jen 0. Hey, that boy's got a
Reba hat on. You gotta love Cancun & Jamaica $3991
Oaytona$1591Keys $2291
Jeremy. Shan M.
Cocoa Beach $15911 -800·
678-6386.
Pencil
Miller, Would play BINGO?
Louisville Sluggers rule, but
my bat Is bigger than yours.
Plenty o' Rose Boxes for Jlllybearj and Lisa. Aww Yeah.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS I
Attention: Students. Earn
$2000+ monthly. Sunvner?fulltime. Wor1d Travel. C&rribean,
Hawaii. Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands, Casino
Worl<.ers. No experience.
CALL: {602) 453-4851.

M.:~ NEWS

FOR SALE
GolfCiubs:Wilson•ultra"lrons
-3 thru PW plus Fallway Wood,
Ortver, and Bag. Great X·Mas
Gift $225 OBO 753-6113 or
753-8409. Leave message.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRINGEarn up to 2,000+ mo. on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. Wortd travel.
Seasonal & Full-Time
employment available. No
exp necesaary. For rnto. ea1
1-206·634·0488 ext C55381

COMPUTERS Zenith Z - 181
Laptop $290. zenith -286 w/
Hard Drive, Mouse, EGA Color
morjtor $375. Each Includes
software 753·8115.

National Pari< Employment.
Over 25,000 openingsI
Excellent benefits & bonuses.
For more Information call: 1 ~
206-545·4804 ext N55381

JUST TWO

Interested In earning extra
CASH? Interested In
Mat1<etif'9'Advertlsing7 Call
Lisa for detalls 1-80Cr233·
7751 Pay rate: $20 for 45 min
wori( per month.

WEEKS!
RATES

(\ds may be mailed along with payment to:

NOW!

r$2-Oft- ;;..-.::m-..: co~~- :.
~~=-.;- -

I$1
I

Any New Or Used

. .I
I

I

Off

:

Any New Or Used Cassette :

or

I

LOSTlFOUNO
AlOES
MISC.
NOTICE
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The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Tracy D. McKinney

Take advantage of It

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSlNESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HElP WANTED

With MSU ID: 10¢ perword Without MSU JD: 15e per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

FAIN INSURANCE

A tradition

Only one more chance un t il Jan uary .

INDEX

Without M SU ID: 20¢ per word

OVER 20 WORDS

Deadline......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

This ad space could have b e en yo urs!

LI~Vl!ligs~~~JJ_J

MORE

With MSU ID: 15¢ per word

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Business

This
Space is
Reserved
for
Garbage

'1"yping
·word Processing
*Resumes
*Letters
Ca rolyn

"FAX
*Copies
•r ran scription

~

Tibbs

385 Stroud Road

':'1

1 753-0632 1
614 S . 4th St.

Pirate's Cove Hardin

~

24-Hour Service Available. Call anytime!!

Congratulations to our
newest officers:

BURGER OF THE MONTH
Daily Double Burg~.
r. ,
.
I I

Sherry WoH- Treasurer
Carrie Beth Daughaday - Chaplain
Jamie Stanton- Parlimenfarian
Jimmilyn Bell - Assistant Treasurer
Tara Schmidt - Special Events
Nikki Almand - Assistant Special Events
Maria Tsataros - Songleader

We know you ladies will
do a wonderful job!

......'

...._

Videos

-

. ..
.. . . 0 0
. ...
0 oo;;:""'~
,;;_.

Collect all 4
$ 5.99 each
IT'S A GOOD TIME M.ds
FOR THE GREAT TASTE fMc!on;.
sw

107 N. 12th St.

Al:A love and ours, Your sisters
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LBL offers students

recreation, relaxation
of
"
BY DUFF MEYER

REPORTER

Every weekend Murray State
students can be found taking
road trips to the Tennessee
Valley
Authority's
Land
Between the Lakes. Whether it
is a walk through the woods or
a drive down a baron road, LBL
offers students a chance to
escape the everyday routine of
going to class.
"LBL is 170,000 acres of pure
enjoyment," said Josh Glauber,
sophomore from Cincinnati.
Glauber is just one of many
Murray State students who frequently mountain bike at LBL.
LBL offers trails for both the
beginner and advanced rider.
LBL has 12.6 miles of trails.
Twelve trails are marked for
beginners or intermediate riders.
The North-South trail is the
only advanced-level trail in
LBL. This trail is 6.8 miles and

LBL
Continued from Page 1

recently spent the weekend at
the Station. Cooper said her
experience there made her
more able to understand children. She said it was also an
opportunity for her to collect
thoughts and learn more about
herself.
"If you don't not know your-

LBL is one
the
most aesthetically
pleasing places in
· Kentucky.

"

Ma tt Adams

offers riders their most challenging course.
Biking is not the only sport
students enjoy at LBL. Many
students head to the one of 16
campgrounds known as Lake
Access Areas. Four campgrounds have electricity. The
charge for these areas is $5 for
the first night and $4 for each
additional reserved night.
Along with the biking and
camping, many students simply like to walk through LBL.
"LBL is one of the most aesthetically pleasing places in
Kentucky," said Matt Adams,
self, then it is hard to understand what others think and
feel ," Cooper said.
Ben Davis, junior from
Cambellsville, said the weekend helped him reaffirm one
basic precept - "you learn as
much as you teach.
"A learning group is a powerful thing when all members try
to contribute," Davis said.
Marcia Key, junior from
Murray, said every minute of

BOARD
Continued from Page 1

increase full-time undergraduate tuition to 6.3
percent. It is left to the Board to set part-time
undergraduate rates.
President Kern Alexander will present the
Regents with three recruiting init.iatives, on
which no action will be taken. The initiatives are
merely for Board discussion.
One initiative includes the possibility of dividing the University into residential colleges in an

senior from Cincinnati.
Hiking is allowed in any portion of LBL and i~ a great way
to watch the changing seasons.
Hal Cunningham, senior
from Princeton, said biking
allows him to feel at home with
nature.
LBL aJso offers many activities for those who wish to
remain
indoors.
The
Homeplace 1850, a living history museum, offers students a
chance to learn about the history of the area.
LBL is also home to the
Woodlands Nature Center
which houses birds of prey and
snakes native to this area.
For the star lovers, LBL
offers
Golden
Pond
Planetarium.
LBL is 15 miles east of campus and gives students the
chance to escape the pressures
of taking exams and papers.
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PROGRAM
• Continued from Page 1

industry, we need to do something to make our graduates a
little more competitive nationwide."
At issue is the ability of engineering physics graduates to
obtain
a
Professional
Engineers license. Regulations
require license applicants to
have a degree from an accredited institution.
Stephen Cobb, interim chairman of the department of
physics and astronomy, said
accreditation will give graduates of the program access to
enhanced career opportunities.
"In those slots that don't need

a licensed professional engineer, our engineering physics
graduates have the reputation
of filling those slots very capably, very professionally," Cobb
said.

SAFETY
Continued from Page 1

"Cars park too close to intersections and others can't get
around them," he said.
While drinking on college
campuses is often a major
occurance, driving under the
influence is a minor problem
for most schools.
Last year, only two DUI
offenses were reported on the
Murray State campus. At U of
L, 12 DUI arrests were made
last year, and UK campus
police made 37 DUI arrests
last year.
Western had the most DUI
arrests in the state last year,
with 114 reported.

"But they've always been
shut out of slots where they do
want an accredited, licensed
engineer. This just becomes
another step toward enhancing
the ability of our students to
open doors that have previously been closed to them."
Cobb said present graduates
of the program must attend an
accredited graduate program
before they are eligible to seek
an engineering license.

Basketball
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effort to make students more active on campus
and to improve the 32 percent freshman drop out
rate.
The University would still operate with six colleges as is done currently; the residential colleges would primarily be used to increase student/faculty involvement.
The concept includes placing students in residential colleges upon their admitance to MSU.
Each college would have its own intracollegiate
athletic teams and group of faculty members.
Other schools using the residential college concept include Oxford, Harvard, Yale and Rice.
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PRIVATE 9ANKING • TRUST & ASSET MAN~GE M E "'T SERVICES • COMMERCIAL BANKittG SERVIC ES • INDIYIDL:AL<RO·REMENT ACCOUtiTS
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ANEW DAY IN
BANKING •••

Put y'ur
anchor
here
.
for dinner,

,..n,
n

m
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swab ...

.

Long John

i

m

In Calloway County.

will take
care of ya."

B

an king in Western Kentuck·y hm; entered a hold
new era! Five of the region's most trusted hanks
have joined together under one name . . . Peoples First.
The result is convenience, financial products and
resources - combined with traditional hometown scnice
- to provide banking service that's second to none.

NOW OPEN!

Long _John SilVer's
Monday - Friday
Saturday & Sunday

I

For all MSO students

the weekend was timely,
thought
out,
organized,
planned and executed. She said
she could not express how wonderful the LBL trip was.
"I am really saddened about
the closings in LBL and how
other children and people will
never be able to experience the
beauty and wonder I was fortunate enough to experience,..
Key said.

''Arrggh,

The Murray State News
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LEADING THE WAY• ••

11 :30 a.m. 9p.m.
11 a.m. 9p.m.

Freshens Premium Yogurt- OPENING sooN

@
bJnal llulf'lll~ l.l11tll:r
\1,,nho:r tl liC

Curris Center Second Floor
IC

17 BANKING OFFICES IN

BALLAR~ . CALLOWAY. LIVINGSTON. MARSHALL. McCRACKEN COUNTIES
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